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Abstra t

This paper presents improved algorithms for the following problem : Given an unweighted dire ted graph G(V; E ) and a sequen e of on-line shortest-path/rea hability
queries interspersed with edge-deletions, develop a data-stru ture that an answer
ea h query in optimal time, and an be updated eÆ iently after ea h edge-deletion.
The entral idea underlying our algorithms is a s heme for impli itly storing allpairs rea hability/shortest-path information, and an eÆ ient way to maintain this
information.
Our algorithms are randomized and have one-sided inverse polynomial error for
query.
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Introdu tion

The following two problems are among the most fundamental algorithmi
graph problems :



G(V; E ) so that
any query of the form, \Is there a path from u to v in the graph?", an be
answered eÆ iently.
 All-Pairs Shortest Paths Problem : Pro ess a given unweighted graph
G(V; E ) so that any query of the form, \Report the shortest path (or distan e) from vertex u to a vertex v ?", an be answered eÆ iently.
Transitive Closure :

Pro ess a given dire ted graph

3

There exist lassi al algorithms that take O(mn) time for the two problems
so that any query an be answered in O(1) time. There also exist algorithms
based on fast matrix multipli ation that require sub- ubi time for the two
problems. In parti ular, using the fastest known matrix multipli ation algorithms (Coppersmith and Winograd [4℄), the best bound on omputing transitive losure is O(n : ), whereas for the all-pairs shortest paths problem, it
is O(n : ) [20℄.
2 376
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There are many appli ations in ommuni ation networks, in remental parser
generation [14℄ and relational databases augmented with transitive losure
[15,11℄ that require eÆ ient solutions of the above problems for a dynami
graph. In a dynami graph problem, an initial graph is given, followed by an
sequen e of on-line queries interspersed with updates whi h an be insertion
or deletion of edges. We have to arry out the updates and answer the queries
on-line in an eÆ ient manner. Ea h query has to be answered with respe t
to the present state of the graph, i.e., in orporating all the updates pre eding
the query. One trivial way to solve su h a dynami graph problem is that
we run the stati graph algorithm after every update. The goal of a dynami
graph algorithm is to update the solution eÆ iently after the dynami hanges,
rather than having to re- ompute it from s rat h ea h time.
For every stati graph problem, there exists its dynami ounterpart. We an
lassify dynami graph problems a ording to the types of updates allowed.
A problem is said to be fully dynami if the update operations in lude both
insertions and deletions of edges. A problem is alled partially dynami if only
one type of update, either insertion or deletions, is allowed. If only insertions
are allowed, the problem is alled in remental; if only deletions are allowed, it
is alled de remental.
We present eÆ ient de remental algorithms for maintaining all-pairs shortestpaths and transitive losure in an unweighted graph. The query algorithms
3

In this paper graphs will imply dire ted graphs
2

are Monte-Carlo with one sided error (the probability of error being inverse
polynomial).
1.1 Previous work and our ontribution
Transitive Closure :

La Poutre and Van Leeuwen [18℄ gave a de remental algorithm for maintaining transitive losure with O(m) amortized update time per edge deletion
and answering ea h query in O(1) time. Demetres u and Italiano [6℄ gave a
de remental algorithm for the problem that requires O(n =m) amortized update time whi h is better for dense graphs. For an initial omplete graph,
the algorithm a hieves O(n) amortized update time per edge deletion [5℄, but
for sparse graphs, the update time an be even (n ). It an be seen
that a
3
ombination of these two algorithms yields an upper bound of O(n 2 ) on the
update time while keeping O(1) query time. Henzinger and King [13℄ gave a
de remental randomized algorithm that a hieves O(n ln n) amortized update
time but at the expense of in reased query time of O( nn ). The query has one
sided inverse polynomial error, i.e., the answer to any query may be in orre t
in the sense that it may not report a path when there exists one. However,
the probability of an error an be made smaller than n for arbitrary > 0.
Subsequently we will use the a ronym w.h.p. to denote probability ex eeding
1 n for any > 0.
3
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In this paper, we present an eÆ ient2 algorithm that a hieves O(1) query time
w.h.p. and requires O(n ln n + nm ln n) amortized update time per edgedeletion. Our algorithm a hieves an improvement in the update time ompared to the deterministi algorithms while ensuring O(1) query time. By
suitably4 pombining with [18℄, our algorithm a hieves an improved upper bound
of O(n 3 3 ln n) on amortized update time per edge deletion for the problem of
maintaining transitive losure with optimal query time.
2
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All-pairs shortest paths :

Demetres u and Italiano [7℄ gave a de remental algorithm for maintaining
alln3
pairs shortest paths under deletion of edges that a hieves O( m ln n) amortized update time while a hieving optimal query time w.h.p. Their algorithm
improves the previous O(n ) update time of [16℄ for dense graphs.
3
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We present two de remental algorithms for the all-pairs shortest paths problem. For distan e reporting
problem, we give a simpler ombinatorial algon3
rithm that requires O( m ln n) amortized update time while a hieving O(1)
query time. For the shortest path reporting problem (i.e. the a tual sequen e
of edges), we use the idea of ltering sear h in a novel way to design an al2
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report the distan e from u to v
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report the shortest path from u to v
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Table 1
All the update bounds (old and new) are amortized. Throughout this paper, our
query times are optimal but there is one sided inverse polynomial error in the queryanswer.

p

gorithm that a hieves O(min(n 23 ln n; nm3 ln n)) update time while a hieving
optimal query time. Hen e we redu e the upper bound on the worst ase
amortized update time for the problem ofqmaintaining all-pairs shortest paths
under deletion of edges by a fa tor of O( nn ).
2
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Next, we present an eÆ ient de remental algorithm that o ers a trade-o between update time and approximation fa tor of the shortest path. For maintaining all-pairs (1 + )-approximate shortest paths, our algorithm a hieves
2
O ( n 2 n + n  m n ) amortized update time per edge-deletion for arbitrarily small
 > 0. We summarize our results in Table 1.
It may be noted that our algorithms are simple to implement and do not make
use of any sophisti ated matrix multipli ation algorithms. We show that the
spa e requirement of our data stru tures is O(n ).
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Overview of our algorithms

2.1 Notations

Given an unweighted graph G(V; E ), v 2 V , and a positive integer d, we de ne
the following notations that will be used in the remaining paper.









out tree(v ) : a

omplete breadth- rst-sear h (BFS) tree rooted at the vertex
v in the graph G(V; E ).
in tree(v ) : a omplete BFS tree rooted at the vertex v in the graph formed
by reversing all the edge-dire tions in G(V; E ).
out tree(v; d) : a BFS tree of depth d rooted at the vertex v in the graph
G(V; E ).
in tree(v; d) : a BFS tree of depth d rooted at the vertex v in the graph
formed by reversing all the edge-dire tions in G(V; E ).
(in tree,out tree)(v; d) : a pair of in tree(v; d) and out tree(v; d).
W (S; d) : f(in tree,out tree)(v; d) jv 2 S g, for a given S  V .
Sr : A random set of verti es formed by pi king ea h vertex randomly independently with probability rn . The expe ted size of the set Sr is n r n .
ln

ln

With a BFS tree, we also keep an auxiliary array to determine in onstant
time whether a vertex belongs to the tree or not. In addition, for ea h vertex
that belongs to the tree we keep information about its level (its distan e from
the root) and its parent in the tree. With all this information that we maintain in a BFS tree, it an be seen that in addition to maintaining rea hability
information from v, the tree out tree(v; d) an also serve the purpose of maintaining the distan e/shortest-path information to all the verti es lying within
distan e d from v. In the same way, in tree(v; d) an be used for maintaining
rea hability information as well as the shortest path to v from all the verti es
for whom v lies within distan e d.
While edges are being deleted in a graph, the levels of verti es in a BFS tree
may in rease. Thus maintaining a BFS tree of depth d, after an edge deletion,
involves nding the set of verti es whose level has in reased, eliminating those
from this set whose level has fallen beyond d, and assigning the rest of the
verti es (with level  d still) to their new levels.
The best known algorithm for maintaining an in tree or an out tree is given
by Henzinger and King [13℄ along the lines of [10℄.
[13℄ Given an unweighted graph G(V; E ), a vertex v 2 V and a
positive integer d, an in tree(v; d) (or an out tree(v; d)) an be maintained in
O (d) amortized update time per edge deletion.
Lemma 1

5

2.2 Main Idea

The simplest way of maintaining all-pairs rea hability (shortest paths) in an
unweighted graph is to maintain an out tree up to depth n from ea h vertex.
It follows from Lemma 1 that the amortized update time required by this
approa h (maintaining n out trees of depth n) will be O(n ) per edge deletion.
2

In order to develop eÆ ient de remental algorithm for transitive losure and
all-pairs shortest paths, we explore alternate s hemes of maintaining all-pairs
rea hability and shortest paths. In this endeavor, we present s hemes that
maintains rea hability and exa t (or approximate) shortest path information
impli itly.
Consider a pair of verti es u; w 2 V su h that there is a path from vertex u to
w , and let v be any intermediate vertex on the path. It an be seen that the vertex u belongs to in tree rooted at v, and the vertex w belongs to out tree rooted
at v. Thus ombined together in tree, out tree rooted at v stores the path from
u to w impli itly (the omplete path and its length an be retrieved by querying in tree(v) and out tree(v)). In other words, the pair (in tree(v),out tree(v))
a ts as a witness of rea hability from u to w. Analogously if the vertex v lies
on the shortest path from u to w, the pair (in tree(v),out tree(v)) pair a ts as
a witness of shortest path from u to w.
The above mentioned s heme of keeping rea hability (shortest path) information impli itly suggests that in order to maintain all-pairs rea hability (shortest paths) under deletion of edges, it suÆ es to maintain a witness (if one
exists) of rea hability (shortest path) for ea h vertex-pair (u; w). In the following se tion, we design eÆ ient algorithms for maintaining witnesses of allpairs rea hability and shortest paths orresponding to paths of length in an
interval [d ; d℄ for any 1  d < d  n. These algorithms form the basis for
developing eÆ ient de remental algorithms for the main problems as follows.
Maintaining transitive losure : The s heme of maintaining rea hability
impli itly (by keeping witnesses) proves to be eÆ ient for maintaining allpairs rea hability orresponding to long paths. On the other hand, the s heme
of maintaining rea hability expli itly (by keeping out tree from every vertex)
proves to be eÆ ient for maintaining rea hability orresponding to short paths.
We ombine the
ptwo strategies together to a hieve improved update time of
n2
O (n ln n + m ln n) per edge deletion.
Maintaining all-pairs approximate shortest paths : Analogous to witness of rea hability and shortest paths, we propose the terminology of witness of approximate shortest paths. It turns out that our data stru ture for
maintaining transitive losure an be suitably adapted to maintain all-pairs
0

2

0

p
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(1 + )-approximate shortest paths in unweighted graphs.
Maintaining all-pairs exa t shortest paths : For the problem of maintaining all-pairs shortest distan es, the strategy of maintaining
witness of
n3
shortest path for every vertex-pair leads to a hieving O( m ln n) update time.
For the ase when query is to report the shortest path, we use 3the
idea of
lterp
3
n
ing sear h [2℄ to redu e thepupdate time further to O(min(n 2 ln n; m ln n))
whi h is bounded by O(n 23 ln n) for all graphs.
4
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Maintaining witnesses of rea hability/shortest-paths for all-pairs

2 [d ; d℄
0

of verti es separated by distan e

In this se tion we design eÆ ient algorithms for maintaining rea hability and
shortest paths for all the vertex-pairs (u; w) su h that there is a path from
u to w of length 2 [d ; d℄. For the rea hability problem, the algorithm will
maintain a witness of rea hability for every vertex-pair (u; w) if there is path
of length 2 [d ; d℄ from u to w. For the all-pairs shortest path problem, the
algorithm will maintain a witness of the shortest path for every vertex-pair
(u; w) among all paths from u to w of length 2 [d ; d℄.
0

0

0

Let S  V , and let W (S; d) be the set of pairs of in tree and out tree of
depth d rooted at ea h vertex of the set S (see the notations de ned in se tion
2.1). We begin with the design of eÆ ient algorithms for maintaining allpairs rea hability and shortest paths with tree-pairs from the set W (S; d) as
witnesses, i.e., the paths to be onsidered for rea hability (shortest-path) are
only those paths that are aptured by the tree-pairs of the set W (S; d). The
algorithm an be used for maintaining rea hability (shortest paths) for allpairs of verti es separated by distan e 2 [d ; d℄, if we hoose S = V . It turns out
that the update time of the algorithm is dire tly proportional to the size of the
witness set. Subsequently, to improve the update time, we redu e the number
of witnesses, i.e. jS j by using random sampling. This observation was exploited
by Henzinger and King [13℄ for designing a de remental algorithm to maintain
all-pairs rea hability with O(n ln n) update time at the expense of O( nn )
query time. We extend this approa h to its full potential for maintaining allpairs shortest paths and transitive losure with optimal query time.
0

2

ln

3.1 Maintaining all-pairs rea hability with respe t to a witness set

Let W (S; d)=f(in tree, out tree)(v; d)jv 2 S g be the set of witnesses kept in a
list, also denoted by W (S; d). Let u; w be any two verti es in the graph. If u
4

Path with length at most (1 + ) times the length of the shortest path
7

and w lie respe tively in in tree(v; d) and out tree(v; d) for some vertex v 2 S ,
then (in tree,out tree)(v; d) is a witness of rea hability from u to w. Finding
out if there is any witness in the set W (S; d) for rea hability from u to w will
require querying ea h (in tree,out tree)(v; d) 2 W (S; d). Thus the query time
will be O(jS j). In order to a hieve O(1) query time, we maintain a witness
matrix M . For ea h pair (u; w), at every stage M [u; w℄ points to some vertex
v 2 S if (in tree,out tree)(v; d) is a witness of rea hability from u to w .
We initialize the matrix M as follows : The matrix M has all entries pointing to
null initially. For every (in tree,out tree)(v; d)2 W (S; d), we do the following.
For ea h u 2 in tree(v; d) and for every w 2 out tree(v; d), we update M [u; w℄
to point to v if it was pointing to null previously. Thus it requires O(n ) time
per tree-pair from the set W (S; d) to initialize the witness matrix M .
2

Given a graph G(V; E ), a set of tree pairs W (S; d) for a set S  V
and a positive integer d, it takes O(n2 jS j) time to initialize matrix M for
storing witnesses of rea hability for all-pairs of verti es with respe t to the set
W (S; d).
Lemma 2

Noti e that as the edges are being deleted, a tree-pair (in tree,out tree)(v; d)2
( ) may ease to be a witness of rea hability for a vertex-pair (u; w). This
happens when either u eases to belong to in tree(v; d) or the vertex w eases
to belong to out tree(v; d). We now des ribe an algorithm for updating the
entries of matrix M after an edge deletion.
W S; d

Updating matrix M for witnesses of rea hability :

We perform the following three operations after deletion of an edge.
(1)
(2)

Updating the BFS trees of the set W (S; d) :
For ea h v 2 S , we update in tree(v; d) and out tree(v; d)

deletion.

for the edge

Finding the pairs of verti es whose witness of rea hability has expired :
Let (in tree,out tree)(v; d) be a tree-pair from the set W (S; d), and let
X and Y be the set of verti es that ease to belong to in tree(v; d) and
out tree(v; d) respe tively. (These sets are already omputed in step 1.)

We pro ess the set X as follows (the set Y is pro essed in a similar
fashion). For every u 2 X , we nd the set su of verti es su h that M [u; w℄
is v for ea h w 2 su. By inspe ting the row M [u; ℄ it requires O(n) time
per u 2 X to nd su. It an be seen that (in tree,out tree)(v; d)2 W (S; d)
has eased to be a witness of rea hability from u to ea h w 2 su.
By pro essing ea h tree-pair in the manner des riber above, we an
ompute all-pairs of verti es whose urrent witness of rea hability in M
has expired.
(3) Sear hing for a new witness of rea hability :
Let (u; w) be a pair of verti es whose urrent witness of rea hability, say
8

in tree(v; d)
u

out tree(v; d)

Search for a new witness of reachability from u to w

(

.
PSfrag
ements
v . . repla
x

)

W S; d
w

v

w

u
u

x

w
M

Fig. 1. The sear h for a new witness of rea hability from
(in tree,out tree)(v; d) eases to be the witness.

u

to

w

when

(in tree,out tree)(v; d) has expired due the re ent edge-deletion. We sear h
the list W (S; d) starting from the tree-pair following (in tree,out tree)(v; d),
and nd a witness of rea hability from u to w (spending O(1) time per
tree-pair in W (S; d)). If we rea h the end of the list W (S; d), we update
M [u; w ℄ to point to null, otherwise we update M [u; w ℄ to point to the
root of the new witness found.
The following invariant is maintained throughout the series of edge deletions.
I  : M [u; w℄ points to the rst tree-pair in the list W (S; d) that is a witness of
rea hability from

u

to w.

The invariant holds just after the initialization of M . It an be easily veri ed
that the pro edure des ribed above preserves the invariant after ea h edge
deletion. By indu tion on the number of edge deletions, we an on lude that
the invariant I  always holds.
Cost Analysis : As mentioned in Lemma 2, the total ost of initializing the
witness matrix M is O(n jS j). We now assess the total ost in urred in the
three kinds of operations that we perform to maintain matrix M .
The rst operation deals with updating ea h tree-pair under edge deletion.
It requires O(d) amortized ost per edge deletion for maintaining the in tree
and out tree of depth d rooted at a vertex. Hen e the total ost of maintaining
tree-pairs of set W (S; d) will be O(mdjS j) over any sequen e of edge deletions.
Now onsider the se ond operation that omputes the pairs of verti es
whose witness of rea hability has expired after an edge deletion. It follows
from the des ription given above that for a tree-pair (in tree,out tree)(v; d)2
W (S; d), we in ur O (n) ost per vertex when the vertex eases to belong to
in tree(v; d) (or out tree(v; d)). Hen e the total ost in urred in se ond operation is O(n jS j) over any sequen e of edge deletions.
To assess the total ost in urred in the third operation, that is, sear hing
for a new witness of rea hability, note that we onsider a tree-pair from the
2

2
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list W (S; d) exa tly on e for being a witness of rea hability for a pair (u; w).
This is be ause on e a tree-pair (in tree,out tree)(v; d) eases to be a witness
of rea hability from u to w, it an never be ome a witness of rea hability from
u to w in future. Hen e the total ost in urred in sear hing for new witnesses
will be O(n jS j) over the entire sequen e of edge-deletions.
2

Summing up the ost of all operations, we on lude that the total ost in urred
in maintaining all-pairs rea hability over any sequen e of edge deletions is
O (mdjS j + n jS j).
2

Given a graph G(V; E ), a set of tree-pairs W (S; d) for a set S 
V and a positive integer d, all-pairs rea hability with respe t to the witnesses
W (S; d) an be maintained under edge-deletions with O (1) query time and
O ((md + n2 )jS j) total update time.

Theorem 3

3.2 Maintaining all-pairs shortest paths with respe t to a witness set

The algorithm we des ribe is analogous to the algorithm des ribed in the
previous subse tion. Let W (S; d)=f(in tree, out tree)(v; d)jv 2 S g be the set
of witnesses kept in a list, also denoted by W (S; d). We maintain a witness
matrix M su h that for ea h u; w 2 V , M [u; w℄ points to the rst tree-pair
in the list W (S; d) whi h is a witness of the shortest path among all paths
from u to w aptured by the tree-pairs from the set W (S; d). The matrix M is
initialized as follows. The matrix M has all entries pointing to null initially.
For every (in tree,out tree)(v; d)2 W (S; d), we do the following. For ea h u 2
in tree(v; d) and for every w 2 out tree(v; d), we update M [u; w℄ to point to v if
it is pointing to null or if the tree-pair asso iated with the existing M [u; w℄ is
a witness of a path from u to w with longer length than the tree-pair (in tree,
out tree)(v; d). It follows easily that it requires O(n ) time per element of the
set W (S; d) to initialize the matrix.
2

Given a graph G(V; E ), a set of tree pairs W (S; d) for a set S  V
and a positive integer d, it takes O(n2 jS j) time to initialize matrix M for
storing witnesses of shortest paths for all-pairs of verti es with respe t to the
set W (S; d).

Lemma 4

For any pair of verti es u; w 2 V , let M [u; w℄ = v after the initialization
of the matrix M . Noti e that as the edges are being deleted, the tree-pair
(in tree,out tree)(v; d)2 W (S; d) may ease to be a witness of the shortest
path for the vertex-pair (u; w). This happens when either u in reases its level
in in tree(v; d) or the vertex w in reases its level in out tree(v; d). We now
des ribe an algorithm for updating the entries of M after an edge deletion.
10

Updating matrix M for witnesses of shortest paths :

following three operations after deletion of an edge.

We perform the

(1)

Updating the BFS trees of the set W (S; d) :
For ea h v 2 S , we update in tree(v; d) and out tree(v; d)

(2)

Finding the pairs of verti es whose witness of shortest path has to be
updated :
Let (in tree,out tree)(v; d) be a tree-pair from the set W (S; d), and let X
and Y be the sets of verti es whose level has in reased in in tree(v; d)
and out tree(v; d) respe tively. We pro ess the set X as follows (the set

deletion.

for the edge

is pro essed in a similar fashion). We s an row M [u; ℄ for ea h u 2 X
to ompute all those verti es w 2 V su h that M [u; w℄ = v. It an be
seen that the length of the shortest path from u to w passing through v
has in reased. As a result, we an not be sure that (in tree,out tree)(v; d)
would still be a witness of shortest path from u to w. This is be ause there
might be some other tree-pair in the set W (S; d) that ould be a witness
of a path from u to w with length less than that of the new path from
u to w passing through v . So we need to nd a new witness of shortest
path from u to w.
By pro essing ea h tree-pair in the manner des riber above, we an
ompute all-pairs of verti es whose urrent witness of shortest path has
to be updated in M .
(3) Sear hing for a new witness of shortest path : Let (u; w) be a pair of
verti es su h that a new witness of shortest path from u to w has to be
sear hed for due to the re ent edge-deletion (as mentioned in the se ond
operation mentioned above). Let (in tree,out tree)(v; d) be the witness of
shortest path (of length say r) from u to w prior to the edge deletion.
We s an the list W (S; d) starting from the su essor of the tree-pair
(in tree,out tree)(v; d) in sear h for a witness of a path of length r from
u to w . If we nd one, we stop; otherwise there is no path from u to w of
length  r in any tree-pair from the set W (S; d). In this ase, we perform
another s an starting from the head of the list W (S; d) in sear h of a
witness of path-length r + 1. We in rement r until we nd one witness or
r be omes 2d. In the latter ase, we on lude that there is no path from
u to w aptured in any tree-pair of the set W (S; d).
Y

The following invariant is maintained throughout the series of edge deletions.
I AP SP : At every stage M [u; w℄ points to the rst tree-pair in the list W (S; d)
that is a witness of the shortest path from u to
w aptured by tree-pairs of the set W (S; d).

w

among all paths from

u

to

From the initialization of M , it follows that the invariant holds in the beginning. A simple indu tive proof on the number of edge deletions an be used
11

to show that the invariant I AP SP always holds.
Cost Analysis : As mentioned in Lemma 4, the total ost of initializing the
matrix M is O(n jS j). Now we shall assess the total ost in urred in the three
kinds of operations that we perform to maintain the matrix M .
The total ost of the rst operation over any sequen e of edge deletions is
O (mdjS j).
During the se ond operation, for every v 2 S , we ompute the set of vertexpairs whose distan e in (in tree,out tree)(v; d) has in reased. Sin e we do not
pro ess a vertex-pair (u; w) whenever either of them falls beyond distan e d
from v, therefore, a vertex-pair will be reported in this set at most 2d times
by a tree-pair. It follows that a total of O(n d) time will be spent per treepair in omputing su h sets over the entire sequen e of edge deletions. Sin e
there are jS j tree-pairs, the total ost in urred in the se ond operation will be
O (n djS j).
To assess the total ost in urred in the third operation, the key observation
is that for a parti ular distan e r  d and a vertex-pair (u; w), a tree-pair from
the set W (S; d) is onsidered at most on e for being a witness of path-length
r (from u to w ). This is be ause a tree-pair that eases to be a witness of
path-length r from u to w an never be ome a witness of path-length r from u
to w in future. Thus for a pair of verti es, the total ost in urred in sear hing
the list W (S; d) will be O(djS j) over any sequen e of edge deletions. Sin e
there are O(n ) pairs of verti es, the total ost in urred in the third operation
will be O(n djS j).
2

2

2

2

2

Summing up the ost of all operations, we an on lude that the total ost
in urred in maintaining all-pairs shortest paths with respe t to the witness
set W (S; d) is O(n jS j + mdjS j + n djS j), i.e., O(n djS j).
2

2

2

Given a graph G(V; E ), a set of tree-pairs W (S; d) for a set
and a positive integer d, all-pairs shortest paths with respe t to the
witnesses W (S; d) an be maintained under edge-deletions with optimal query
time and O(n2 djS j) total update time.

Theorem 5

S

V

3.3 Maintaining rea hability and shortest paths orresponding to all-paths of
length 2 [d ; d℄
0

It follows from Theorem 3 (and 5) that by hoosing witness set W (V; d), we
an maintain all-pairs rea hability (shortest paths) orresponding to paths of
length  d. Noti e that the update ost a hieved is proportional to the size of
the witness set. Therefore, to improve the update ost, a relevant question is :

Can we maintain all-pairs rea hability (shortest paths) orresponding to paths
of length  d using o(n) size witness set? We shall now use random sampling

to show that indeed a sub-linear size set S suÆ es.
12

Consider any two verti es u and w in the graph. At an instan e T , suppose we
re eive a query asking for rea hability (shortest-path) from u to w. Let puw
be a path (shortest path) from u to w of length 2 [d ; d℄; d < d in the graph
at that instan e. There are (d ) verti es lying on the path puw , and at least
one of them will be present in a random sample of dn verti es with probability
 1 e . So in the witness set W (S; d), that we are maintaining, if S is a
uniform random sample of dn verti es, then the rea hability query from u to w
at instan e T will be answered orre tly with probability  1 e . The su ess
probability an be made arbitrarily lose to 1 at the expense of in reasing the
sample size by a fa tor of ln n as mentioned in the following lemma.
0

0

0

0

1

0

1

[12℄ Given a path puw of length l from u to w, if we sample nl ln n
verti es (for any > 0), then with probability 1 n1 , at least one of the verti es
will be pi ked from the path puw in the sample.

Lemma 6

Therefore, for maintaining all-pairs rea hability (shortest paths) orresponding to paths of length 2 [d ; d℄, it would suÆ e to maintain a witness-matrix
with respe t to a set W (Sd ; d), where Sd is a set formed by pi king ea h
vertex of the graph independently with probability d n . Ea h rea hability
(shortest-path) query from any vertex u to another vertex w in the graph
will be answered orre tly with probability  1 1=n provided there is a path
(shortest-path) of length 2 [d ; d℄ from u to w. Expe ted size of the set Sd is
n n
. This observation an be ombined with Theorems 3 and 5 to yield the
d
following result.
0

0

0

ln

0

0

0

ln
0

Given a graph G(V; E ) and integers d; d with 1  d < d 
n, all-pairs rea hability (or shortest paths) orresponding to paths of length
2 [d ; d℄, an be maintained with optimal query time w.h.p. by maintaining a
witness matrix M with respe t to the set W (Sd ; d). It requires O( dd mn ln n +
n3 ln n
) total update time for maintaining all-pairs rea hability, whereas for
d
maintaining all-pairs shortest paths the total update time required is O( dd n3 ln n).
0

Theorem 7

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

De remental algorithm for maintaining transitive

losure

We maintain all-pairs rea hability orresponding to short and long paths separately. We all the paths of lengths  d the short paths, and the paths of
length > d the long paths, where d will be xed shortly. It follows that for a
pair of verti es u; w 2 V , there is a path from u to w if and only if there is
a short path or a long path from u to w. Therefore, for maintaining all-pairs
rea hability under deletion of edges it suÆ es to solve the following two subproblems.
Maintaining rea hability orresponding to short paths : It follows
13

from the des ription given in se tion 2 that out tree of depth d rooted at a
vertex u maintains the set of verti es rea hable within distan e d from u. The
set of out trees of depth d from every vertex an thus be used for maintaining
all-pairs rea hability orresponding to short paths, and the total update time
required is O(mnd). In future we shall refer to this data stru ture by Sd.
Maintaining rea hability orresponding to long paths : Theorem 7
shows that all-pairs rea hability orresponding to paths of length 2 [r; 2r℄
an be maintained by keeping a witness matrix M with respe t to the set
W (Sr ; 2r ). To maintain all-pairs rea hability for paths of length 2 [d; n℄, we
partition the interval [d; n℄ into log nd sub-intervals : [d; 2d℄;    ; [2id; 2i d℄;   ,
[n=2; n℄. For ea h sub-interval [2id; 2i d℄ starting from i = 0, we build and
maintain the set W (S d; 2i d). It an be seen that at any stage in the sequen e of edge-deletions, if there is a path of length  d from a vertex u to
2 n=d W (S ; 2i d) has a witness of rea hability from
a vertex w, the set [i<
d
i
u to w . Therefore, in order to maintain all-pairs rea hability orresponding
to long paths, it suÆ es to maintain a witness matrix M with respe t to the
2 n=d W (S ; 2i d). Now, using Theorem 7, the total update time for
set [i<
d
i
maintaining the witness matrix M with respe t to this set will be
0

2

2i

i<log2 n
d

X
i=0

+1

+1

log
=0

log
=0

+1

2i

+1

+1

2i

!

ln n = O
mn ln n +
2id
n3

mn

ln n +
2

n3

ln n

!

d

We shall denote the above data stru ture by Lnd . We maintain all-pairs rea hability by keeping the data stru tures Sd and Lnd simultaneously. Deleting an
edge will require updating both the data stru tures, and thus the total update time for maintaining all-pairs rea hability (transitive losure) over any
sequen e of edge-deletions will be
0

O mnd

+ mn ln n +
2

n3

p

!

ln n = O mn ln n + n pm ln n for d = n pln n
d
m
2

2

Given a graph G(V; E ), all-pairs rea hability information an be
maintained under deletion of edges by an algorithm that a hieves O(1) query
2
time w.h.p. and O(n ln2 n + n mln n ) amortized update time per edge deletion.
Theorem 8

p

p

There are two previous algorithms for maintaining transitive losure under
deletion of edges with O(1) query time. The rst algorithm due to La Poutre
and Van Leeuwen [18℄ a hieves O(m) amortized update time
while the se ond
n3
algorithm due to Demetres u and Italiano [6℄ a hieves O( m ) amortized update
time. These two algorithms together establish an upper bound of O(n 23 ) on
the update time. By suitably ombining our algorithm with [18℄, we an state
the following Corollary.
Corollary 9

There exists a de remental algorithm for maintaining transitive

14

4p
losure with O(n 3 3 ln n) amortized update time and optimal query time w.h.p.

5

De remental algorithm for maintaining all-pairs approximate shortest paths

We introdu ed the terminologies of witness of rea hability and witness of shortest path. In this se tion, we introdu e one more type of witness, namely a
witness of approximate shortest path.
Consider a pair of verti es u; w 2 V su h that the vertex u lies in in tree
and the vertex w lies in out tree of depth d rooted at a vertex v. The pair
(in tree,in tree)(v; d) not only a ts as a witness of rea hability from the vertex u to the vertex w, it also gives an upper bound (thus estimates) of 2d
on the distan e from u to w. In other words, if Æ(u; w) is the distan e from
vertex u to vertex w, the tree-pair (in tree,in tree)(v; d) a ts as a witness of
d
-approximate shortest-path from u to w.
Æ u;w
2

(

)

We present an eÆ ient de remental algorithm for maintaining all-pairs (1+ )approximate shortest paths for any  > 0. The algorithm an be visualized
as a areful re nement of the algorithm for maintaining all-pairs rea hability
des ribed in the previous se tion. The following lemma is the basis for maintaining witnesses of (1 + 2)-approximate distan es for all-pairs of verti es
separated by distan e 2 [d; d(1 + )℄.
Given a sample Sd  V formed by pi king ea h vertex independently with probability lndn , the set W (Sd ; (1=2 + )d) has a witness of
(1 + 2)-approximate distan e with probability 1 1=n, for a pair of verti es
separated by distan e 2 [d; d(1 + )℄.
Lemma 10

PSfrag repla ements
PROOF. Let puw be a shortest-path from vertex u to vertex w of length
2 [d; d(1 + )℄ (see Figure 2). Let suw be the set of the verti es lying on
(1 + )d
d
u

v
<

d

puw
w

( + )d
1
2

Fig. 2. a witness of (1=2 + )-approximate shortest path from u to w is rooted at v
the path puw that are at distan e  d=2 from the mid-point of puw . Clearly
jsuw j = d. It an be observed that an in tree and an out tree of depth (1=2+)d
rooted at any v 2 suw aptures the path puw ompletely, and thus establishes
an upper bound of (1 + 2)d on the distan e from u to w. Sin e the a tual
15

distan e from u to w lies in the interval 2 [d; (1 + )d℄, therefore, the tree-pair
(in tree,out tree)(v; d) : v 2 suw is a witness of (1 + 2)-approximate shortest
path from u to w.
A sample Sd  V formed by pi king ea h vertex independently with probability dn has at-least one vertex from the set suw with probability  1 1=n.
So the set W (Sd; ( + )d) has a witness of (1+2)-approximate distan e for a
pair of verti es separated by distan e 2 [d; d(1 + )℄ with probability > 1 n .
ln

1
2

1

It follows from Lemma 10 that in order to maintain (1 + 2)-approximate
distan es/shortest-paths for all-pairs of verti es separated by distan e 2 [d; (1+
)d℄, it suÆ es if we maintain witness matrix for all-pairs rea hability with respe t to the witness set W (Sd; ( + )d). So we an state the following theorem
along the lines of Theorem 7.
1
2

Given a graph G(V; E ) and d  n, all-pairs (1+2)-approximate
shortest paths for all-pairs of verti es separated by distan e 2 [d; (1 + )d℄, an
be maintained under edge-deletions with optimal query time w.h.p. by maintaining a witness matrix M for all-pairs rea hability with respe t to the set
W (Sd ; ( 21 + )d). The total update time required over any sequen e of edge3
deletions is O( mnln n + n dln n ).
Theorem 11

We use the idea of maintaining (1+ )-approximate shortest paths orresponding to short and long paths separately (also used for maintaining transitive
losure in the previous se tion). We all the paths of lengths  d the short
paths, and the paths of length > d the long paths, where d will be determined
in the analysis.
Maintaining

(1 + )-approximate shortest paths for vertex-pairs sep-

arated by long paths:

In order to maintain (1 + )-approximate shortest paths for pair of verti es
separated by distan e 2 [d; n℄, we partition the interval [d; n℄ into ln  nd
sub-intervals : f((1 + )id; (1 + )i d)ji < ln  nd g. For ea h sub-interval
[(1 + )i d; (1 + )i d℄ starting from i = 0, we build and maintain the sets
i
Wi = W (S
 d ; (1 + ) ( + )d) and update the matrix M a ordingly.
+1

+1

(1+ )i

1+

1+

1
2

Pro essing of an edge deletion involves updating ea h tree-pair, and sear hing
for new witness for ea h u; w 2 V if M [u; w℄ eases to be the witness due to
the re ent edge deletion. Whenever sear h for witness of rea hability from u
to w fails in list Wi, we start sear h in next list Wi . Thus the following
invariant (along the lines of I  ) will be maintained for ea h u; w 2 V .
+1

I R : At any time if sets Wi1 ; Wi2 ;    ; Wik : i1 < i2    < ik are the only sets
that have witnesses of rea hability from u to w, then M [u; w℄ will point to the
rst witness of rea hability (from u to w) in the list Wi1
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Let the length of the shortest-path from vertex u to vertex w lies in interval ((1 + )j d; (1 + )j d). Lemma 10 ensures that the list Wj must have
a tree-pair whi h is a witness of (1 + 2)-approximate shortest path from u
to w, and the invariant I R implies that M [u; w℄ will point to this tree-pair.
Ini<othern=dwords, the rea hability-witness matrix M with respe t to the set
[i 1+ Wi maintains witnesses of (1 + 2)-approximate shortest path for
ea h pair (u; w) separated by distan e 2 [d; n℄. Using Theorem 11, the total
update time required for maintaining the witness matrix M over any sequen e
of edge-deletions will be
+1

ln
=0



i<ln1+ n
d

X

mn

ln n +



i=0

!

ln n = O
(1 + )id
n3

mn

ln n + n ln n
3

2

!

2 d

So the amortized update time per edge deletion required for maintaining (1 +
)-approximate shortest paths for all-pairs of verti es separated by long paths
is O( n 2 n + n32dmn ).
ln

ln

Maintaining shortest paths for vertex-pairs separated by short paths

We maintain out tree of depth d from ea h vertex to report exa t distan e
between any pair of verti es separated by short paths. The amortized update
time per edge deletion is O(nd)

:

Balan ing the update bounds for maintaining all-pairs (1 + )-approximate
shortest path for long and short paths, we get d = n mn . Hen e the amortized
update time per edge deletion for maintaining (1 + )-approximate shortest
paths will be O( n 2 n + n2 m n ).
p

ln

p

ln

p

ln

p

Given an unweighted graph G(V; E ), there exists a data stru ture for maintaining all-pairs (1+ )-approximate shortest paths/distan e with
2 n
) amortized update time per
optimal query time w.h.p. and O( n ln2 n + n  ln
m
edge-deletion.
Theorem 12

p

p

King [16℄ gave a fully dynami algorithm for
maintaining all-pairs (1 + )
n2 3 n
approximate shortest paths that require O( 2 ) update time per edge deletion. For updates onsisting of edge5 deletions only, our algorithm improves the
update time by a fa tor of O( m  n ).
ln

p

6

ln

De remental algorithm for maintaining all-pairs distan es and
all-pairs shortest paths

We maintain all-pairs shortest paths/distan es by keeping a witness of shortest
path (if exists) for ea h vertex-pair. It follows from Theorem 7 that for main17

taining shortest paths for all-pairs of verti es separated by distan e 2 [r; 2r℄,
it suÆ es to maintain a matrix of shortest-path witnesses with respe t to
the set W (Sr ; 2r). In order to maintain shortest paths for all-pairs of verti es (irrespe tive of the distan e), we build and maintain W (Sr ; 2r) for ea h
r 2 f1; 2; 4;    ; 2i ;    ; n=2g. It follows from subse tion 3.2 that with respe t
2 n W (S ; 2i ), an entry M [u; w ℄ gets initialized to a witness
to the set [i<
i
of the shortest path from u to w for all u; w 2 V in total time O(n ).
log
=0

+1

2i

3

Pro essing of an edge deletion involves updating ea h tree-pair and sear hing
for new shortest-path witness for ea h pair u; w 2 V if path length from u to w
passing through M [u; w℄ has in reased due to the re ent edge deletion. While
sear hing for a witness of path length r from u to w, we will on ne our sear h
within the list W (S ; 2i ) for 2i < r  2i . Whenever sear h for witness
of path of length 2i fails in the list W (S ; 2i ), we move onto the next
list W (S +1 ; 2i ). We pro eed in this way for vertex-pair (u; w) performing
O (n ln n) work per witness list (s anning list of length n ln n, for 2i times).
Sin e there are now log n lists and a total of n vertex-pairs, the total update
ost will be O(n ln n) over any sequen e of edge deletions. We an thus state
the following theorem.
+1

2i
+1

2i

+1

+2

3

2

2

2

+1

2i

2i

Given an unweighted graph G(V; E ), there exists a data stru 3 ln2 n
) amortized update
ture for maintaining all-pairs shortest distan es in O( n m
time per edge-deletion and taking O(1) time to answer a distan e query w.h.p.
Theorem 13

Demetres u and Italiano [7℄ designed an O( nm3 ln n) update time
algorithm for maintaining all-pairs shortest paths under deletion of edges.
Their algorithms a hieves O(1) query time w.h.p. and improves the previous
O (n ) update time of King [16℄ for dense graphs. Our algorithm improves the
update time further by a fa tor of O(ln n).
Remark :

3

2

For initial omplete graph, the new algorithm a hieves O(n ln n) amortized
update time. But for sparse graphs the update time may be (n ). So there
is still no de remental algorithm for maintaining all-pairs shortest distan es
that a hieves sub-quadrati update time for all graphs and takes O(1) time to
answer distan e query. However, for the ase of shortest path reporting3 pproblem, we are able to design a de remental algorithm that requires O(n 2 ln n)
update time for any graph and answers any query in optimal time. The improvement is a hieved by ombining the on ept of ltering sear h [2℄ with
the data stru tures Sd, Lnd in a novel way as follows.
2

2

0

Consider any two verti es u and w in a graph G(V; E ) under deletion of edges.
Suppose we re eive a query \report distan e from u to w" at an instan e.
Let w be rea hable from u at that instan e. If the shortest path from u to
w is of length luw  d, we are able to answer the query in O (1) time using
18

the data-stru ture Sd . Otherwise 2id < luw  2i d holds for
some 0  i < log nd . Note that w.h.p. the set W (S d; 2i d) has a witness of
the shortest path from u to w. But nding the witness may require O(jS dj)
time (not onstant !) sin e it takes O(1) time to nd the length of the path
from u to w lying in a tree-pair 2 W (S d ; 2i d). This for ed us to maintain a
matrix of all-pairs shortest-path witnesses so that we an answer any distan e
reporting query in onstant time. However, for a shortest-path reporting query,
we must in any ase spend O(luw ) time to report all the edges on the shortest
path. Therefore, if we spend additional O(luw) time to nd the shortest path
witness, we will still be a hieving O(luw) query time for shortest path reporting, whi h is optimal. (This is indeed the idea of ltering sear h [2℄). Now to
materialize this idea, we need to ensure that whenever the shortest-path to
be reported lies in the interval [d; n℄, the number of witnesses to be sear hed
for nding the shortest path should be O(d). In other words, the following
inequality must hold :
jS dj < d for all 0  i < log n=d
out tree(u; d) of

+1

0

+1

2i

2

2i

2i

2i

+1

2

p

Sin e jS dj = nd ln n, therefore, n ln n is the right
p hoi e for d. Note that
n
the total number of witnesses in Ld will be O(p n ln n) for this value of d.
Using the data stru tures Sd and Lnd for d = n ln n, we an pro ess any
shortest-path reporting query (say, from u to w) in optimal time as follows :
First inquire if w is present in the out tree rooted at u. This operation takes
2i

2i

0

onstant time. If the answer is yes, we an report the shortest path using the
out tree rooted at u; otherwise inquire if w is rea hable from u or not, using
the witness matrix M of the data-stru ture Lnd . If M [u; w℄ is pointing to null,
we report in O(1) time that there is no path from
p u to w. Otherwise, it an be
on luded that the shortest path length luw 2 [ n ln n +1; n 1℄. In this ase, at
least one of the vertex of the shortest path from u to w must be present w.h.p.
in the sampled set of witnesses. We sear h the entire set of witnesses
p to nd
the witness of shortest path. The size of the witness set being Op
( n ln n), we
an thus nd the witness of the shortest path from u to w in O( n ln n) time
and then report the shortest
p path from u to w passing through it in additional
O (luw ) time. Sin e luw > n ln n, the total time taken for pro essing a shortest
path reporting query is O(luw ) (and hen e optimal).

The amortized update time per edge deletion for the two data stru tures Sd
and Lnd will be
0

O nd

n3

+ md ln n

!

=

 3p

O n2

ln n



for

d

=

p

n

ln n

An unweighted graph G(V; E ) an be prepro essed to build a
data stru ture that answers any on-line shortest
path reporting query in op3p
3 ln2 n
2
timal time w.h.p. while ensuring O(min(n ln n; n m
)) amortized update
time per edge-deletion.
Theorem 14
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7

Spa e Requirement of our Algorithms

It an be seen that all the algorithms given in this paper employ a witness
matrix M and O(n) number of in trees and out trees. The matrix M learly
o upies (n ) spa e. Although the earlier s heme given in [16℄ requires (m)
spa e for maintaining an in tree (or an out tree), it has been improved to O(n)
by King and Thorup [17℄. Thus the total spa e requirement for maintaining
O (n) number of in trees or out trees is O (n ). Hen e the spa e requirement of
all the algorithms given in this paper is O(n ).
2

2

2

8

Con lusion and Open Problems

In this paper, we presented improved de remental algorithms for maintaining
transitive losure and all-pairs exa t/approximate shortest paths with optimal
query time. The key on ept underlying our algorithms has been the impli it
s heme for maintaining rea hability/shortest-path information. Later we also
use this s heme along with a new hierar hi al distan e reporting s heme in
paper [1℄ for the problem of maintaining all-pairs approximate shortest paths
in undire ted unweighted graphs under deletion of edges. We show that it is
possible to a hieve O(n Æ ) bound (for arbitrarily small  > 0) on amortized
update ost at the expense of in reased approximation fa tor of the distan e
reported.
1+

There have been new developments in the eld of dynami graph algorithms
ever sin e we submitted this paper. For the problem of all-pairs rea hability under edge-deletions, Roditty and Zwi k [19℄ design an algorithm that
requires O(n) amortized update ost, and thus improves our bounds for allpairs rea hability problem. For fully dynami maintenan e of all-pairs shortest
path, Demetres u and Italiano [8℄ present an algorithm that a hieves O(n )
amortized ost per update whi h is superior to the previous O(n : ) bound
a hieved by King [16℄. Note that for all-pairs approximate shortest paths in
undire ted graphs, there are stati algorithms [3,9℄ that require O(n ln n)
time. In these ases, the fully-dynami algorithm of [8℄ provides only logarithmi improvement. Therefore, it is desirable to design a fully dynami algorithm
for maintaining all-pairs approximate shortest paths with o(n ) update time,
possibly at the expense of in reased query time.
2

25

2

2
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